Geography Skills Workshop for teachers new to the teaching of Geography

This professional learning opportunity caters teachers who are new to the teaching of Geography and have little, if any, academic background in the subject. It introduces participants to the Geography skills students are expected to master in Years 7–10. These include the skills associated with the interpretation of topographic maps; specialist maps (for example, choropleth maps, flow-line maps and histograms); climate graphs and weather maps, and the full range of graphic representations used in Geography.

Presenters

• Dr Grant Kleeman, author of the Cambridge Skills in Geography series and editor of AGTA’s Geography Skills Unlocked
• Ms Lorraine Chaffer, President, GTA NSW*
• Ms Sharon McLean, Vice President, GTA NSW*

* Lorraine and Sharon are experienced classroom teachers. They have a thorough understanding of the skills students are expected to demonstrate and the pedagogies required to teach them effectively.

Cost

GTA NSW members $250 & Non-members $280

Registration cost includes a complimentary copy of Geography Skills Unlocked.

Registration

Online workshop registration opening soon